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Season closing event 

On Saturday 5th December, an end of year party was          

organised for all Goldtree workers.   

This way all workers and managers can meet each other in a 

more casual way. 

Stakeholders from the community were also invited. They  

expressed their gratitude towards Goldtree for our              

contribution to the development of Kailahun District. 

Also Goldtree expressed its gratitude to the workers with the 
“Goldtree Employee Awards 2015” 

In total 28 certificates were awarded to workers in our various 
departments. Congratulations!  

To close the event, a friendly game, where the Olympic spirit 
prevailed, was played between the Mighty Outgrowers and the 
Mill / Transport departments. The game ended 0-5. 
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Goldtree is planning to extend the nucleus plantation over the 
years to come.  To assist in the planning , drone and  satellite 
pictures are being used. 

These pictures help us to determine planting areas and zones 
to be kept for conservation purposes. Picture above shows 
the Goldtree mill site in Daru. 

Consultants from Proforest follow up closely to ensure that 

the principles and criteria of the Roundtable on Sustainable 

Palm Oil (RSPO) are followed. 

On 12th December, the second Outgrower Raffle took place; all loyal FFB suppliers have a chance of winning one of our         

numerous prices like seedlings, building materials and agricultural tools. The star prize is a motorbike - the lucky winner this 

year is Bockarie Koroma from Bondahieyun. Congratulations to all the winners! 

Also the landowners are being consulted and are involved 

throughout the whole land acquisition process. 

Outgrower Department 

Plantation Department - plantation extension 
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Transport Department – Road Works 

The Foundations also helps to improve the sanitation in     

villages by building toilets. 

One of the biggest projects partly funded by the Foundation was the rehabilitation of a bridge in Foindu, Peje Bongre Chiefdom. 

The bridge was opened officially on the 9th December in presence of the Paramount Chief and members of the  African           

Agricultural Fund (AAF) management company, Phatisa. 

The Foundation awarded more than US$ 5000 worth of       

scholarships to students in 5 chiefdoms in our operational area. 

Goldtree Foundation 

Once the heavy rain ends in November, road maintenance is one of the most important tasks of the Transport Department.     

Potholes are filled so no vehicles will get stuck when the rainy season starts. 
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Mill department - From FFB to palm oil 

Fresh palm fruit bunches (FFB) arriving at the mill are 
weighed and checked for quality. 

The vehicle proceeds to the hopper from where the FFB is 
sent to one of the sterilizers. Where the fruit is cooked. 

Fibre from the palm fruits and shell from the nuts are burned 

in the boiler, which generates steam for the process and for 

the steam turbine to produce power. Goldtree aims to        

maximise the use of renewable energy sources.  

In the clarification station, water used during processing and other impurities are removed from the CPO (picture above). The 

kernels are crushed to produce palm kernel oil (PKO). In the picture on the right you can see our finished products – PKO (left) 

and CPO (right). 

After sterilizing (picture above) the fruits are separated from 

the bunches. From there they are mashed in the digester be-

fore passing through a screw press, which is where the crude 

palm oil (CPO) is extracted. 


